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Project parameters and purpose
Mandate and purpose

•
•

•

The Environmental Defense Fund has engaged Rystad
Energy to assess the cost of various flaring abatement
measures for basins across the onshore US.
The purpose of the report is to provide a fact-based
overview of the cost and applicability of flaring reduction
measures, enabling a better understanding of the
addressability of flaring.
The work is divided into three main sections:
•
Understanding upstream flaring – key topics include
the size of flares, the timeline of flaring, the key
drivers of flaring (e.g. lack of infrastructure).
•
Evaluating the cost of flaring reduction measures –
explaining the key components and applicability of
flaring reduction measures, describing the cost of
such measures, and uncertainty.
•
Impact and net cost of flaring measures –
combining the findings of previous sections to
describe the impact of flaring reduction measures
depending on costs, volume and geography.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Methodology, data and qualifications

•

•

•

•

Rystad Energy has deep knowledge about both the US
upstream sector and flaring. This report builds extensively
on our proprietary databases, covering historical
production, costs, activity and flaring in the upstream
sector. We believe this data to be of high quality.
For specific flaring abatement solutions, we combine
proprietary data with industry experience to arrive at cost
levels we believe to be representative. There are however
a number of well and site-specific factors that influence
cost levels. High CO2 content or presence of H2S are
examples of such factors.
Assumptions have also been made on the processes,
scales, distances and uptime of such equipment.
It’s worth noting that certain flaring abatement measures
would involve additional upfront efforts. E.g. finding a
suitable reservoir for gas injection or finding offtake for
CNG/LNG.

I.

Executive summary

II.

Overview of flared volumes across states

III. Cost and viability of flaring abatement measures
IV. Applicability of flaring abatement measures across states
V.
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Appendix

Associated gas production accounts for 87% of upstream flaring
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Onshore gas production by year
Billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d)
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US gas production has
surged in recent years –
driven by shale.
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Flaring declined 30% in
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Note: US onshore upstream flaring only
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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2019

US onshore flared volumes
Million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)

US onshore flaring intensity by year
Percentage

Flaring has also surged
over the last decade
with 87% now
stemming from
associated gas.
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A few states account for ~90% of the flared volumes – North Dakota with highest intensity
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

US onshore gas production
2021 distribution*
Five US states have
detailed flaring
disclosure. These
states account for ~50%
of onshore gas
production but ~90% of
total flaring.

US onshore flaring
2021 distribution*

Wyoming Colorado
6%
3%
New
Mexico
6%
North
Dakota
3%

Texas
30%

Wyoming ColoradoOther
1%
2%
10%
New Mexico
11%

Other
52%

North
Dakota
35%
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Texas
41%
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Flared gas as percent of total produced gas (flaring intensity)
Percentage

The different states
have different flaring
intensities.
While the flaring
intensity is below 1% in
most states, North
Dakota is an outlier
with a flaring intensity
of more than 7%.

7.1%
1.0%

0.9%
Texas

North Dakota

New Mexico

0.2%

0.1%

Wyoming

Colorado

*Distributions for volumes stemming from both gas and associated gas production. Associated gas alone exhibits a very similar distribution.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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7% of the wells contributed to 70% of the flaring – new wells are the most flaring intensive
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Natural gas flared in H12021 for the five focus states
split by well level amount of gas flared per day
MMcf/d
7% of the wells contributed
to 70% of the flaring
Number of wells (RHS)
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Just 7% of flaring wells
contributed to 70% of
the flared volumes.
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Flared volumes by well vintage TX, ND, NM, WY and CO
MMcf/d
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New wells represent the
largest share of flaring
due to high initial
production and delays
in gathering
connections.
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*Upper chart show distributions for volumes stemming from both gas and associated gas production. Associated gas alone exhibits a very similar distribution.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Infrastructure timing and capacity are the main issues, not infrastructure access
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Flaring driver “The problem”
First 12 months of production for 2020 completed wells – H1 2021 production inside pie [MMcf/d]

Timing of well hookups
and capacity of
infrastructure account
for a large share flaring.
In the states with the
highest flaring
volumes, infrastructure
capacity is the key
problem.
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1%1%14%

3% 3%
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36%

84%
Infrastructure
access
Timing & other
issues

Infrastructure
capacity
Safety flaring
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Pad level flare size
kcf/d

Texas

North Dakota

New Mexico

Wyoming

Colorado

490

The majority of the
flared volumes stem
from well pads that
flare around 250 kcf/d.

384

317
Page 34

240
123
30

82

34

99
3

Upper boundary represents the level where 70% of the flaring stems from pads below this size
Lower boundary represents the level where 30% of the flaring stems from pads below this size

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Some operators have significant flaring volumes within a basin – giving scale opportunities
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Sorted basin level flaring volumes by operator (TX, ND, NM, WY and CO)
Thousand cubic feet per day (kcf/d)

30,000

25,000

While flaring on a pad
level is in the
magnitude of ~250
kcf/d, several operators
have significant flaring
volumes within a basin.
Having scale creates
opportunities for flaring
abatement measures
that might not be as
feasible to apply to
small flaring volumes.

20,000

15,000
Page 100
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In 110
instances the
volumes
exceed 1,000
kcf/d
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Operator-basin combinations

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Various methods can be utilized to abate flaring
Observation

Illustrations

Pipeline gathering

Reducing flaring means
utilizing the gas for
other purposes on-site,
bringing the gas to the
market or storing it.
Several abatement
methods can be utilized
to achieve this.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Connecting wells to gas gathering systems to
facilitate for transportation and marketing of the gas
is the primary method of abating flaring.

On-site use

On-site consumption for local gas use (e.g. for
fueling equipment) or local electricity generation.

Gas-to-wire

Use of gas in a power plant and selling power to an
electricity grid.

On-site
compressed
natural gas (CNG)

On-site compression of gas with trucks transporting
compressed gas to downstream delivery points
(e.g. gas trunklines) or end markets.

On-site liquefied
natural gas (LNG)

On-site liquefaction of gas with trucks transporting
liquified gas to downstream delivery points (e.g. gas
trunklines) or end markets.

Gas reinjection

Key slides

Gathering gas, transporting via pipeline and
reinjecting into a suitable reservoir.

Page 33
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The different methods vary in cost – gas gathering and on-site use with net profit
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Absolute cost range by method (pre-revenue from gas sales)
$/kcf

$/MT methane

$12

$600

$10

The different abatement
options come at
differing costs.
Absolute costs
represent the cost
before revenues from
any sales of gas and
NGLs.

$500

$8

$400

$6

$300

$4

$200

$2

$100

$0
From a net cost
Pipeline
perspective, accounting
gathering
for gas and NGL sales,
gas gathering and onNet
site use can generate a cost /
net profit.
$3.1
profit

$0
Gas-to-wire On-site use

Injection

CNG

Page 39

LNG

$0

$8.6

$3.4*

$1.8

$5.6

$0

$449

$177*

$94

$292

($/kcf)
Net
cost /
profit
($/MT
CH4)

$162

*The number represents a scenario where the gas is disposed into a reservoir for storage only and does not include retrieving the gas for re-sale or EOR. Re-sale or EOR represents upside potential.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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But each method has different economically optimal volumes and situational requirements
Observation

The economically
optimal abatement
volume also varies by
technology.

While gas gathering is
applicable from very
small volumes, other
technologies require
larger volumes. On-site
use is typically too
small compared to
flared volumes

Illustrations

Key slides

Range of optimal flare capture by abatement method*
kcf/d

5,000 kcf/d+

1,000

Majority of the
flared volumes stem
from pads that flare
~250 kcf/d.

750
500
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250
0
Pipeline
gathering

= other
considerations

Gas-to-wire

Distance to
infrastructure

On-site use

Downstream
constraints

Injection

Local
demand

CNG

LNG

Requires gathering
and/or storage

Pipeline gathering

Situational
considerations also
affect the feasibility of
an abatement method

Gas-to-wire
On-site use
Injection

Page 41

CNG
LNG
*1,000 kcf/d axis limit does not represent an upper limit for flaring abatement methods. Note: Minimum economically optimal abatement volume is typically set by the low end of capacity for equipment
(such as a modular compressor) or the reasonable size of a small injector well, rather than technical constraints. Underutilizing capacity would result in higher costs.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Although with different relative importance, the states face similar challenges
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

Most states face similar
challenges that lead to
flaring, though
importance varies by
state.

Page 78

•

Each challenge has
different operational
and commercial facets.
Reducing flaring
requires a broad-based
approach addressing
both operational and
commercial issues.

Broad-based
solutions to flaring
reduction
No single solution—
must address both
technical and
commercial
constraints

•
•
•

•

Right-sized equipment and facility
capacity
Equipment reliability
Fast response to outages
Application of alternative abatement
measures when faced with constraints
outside of operator’s control

Page 81

Gathering, processing and transport
contracts that ensure firm capacity
and penalizes downtime from 3rd
parties
Page 79

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gathering, CNG and injection most broadly capable of addressing the flaring challenges
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

CNG and injection could address the
major challenges that lead to flaring

Gathering, CNG and
injection are the most
relevant technologies
given costs, scalability
and applicability across
a variety of situations

Page 82

Gathering:
Lowest cost, though doesn’t
provide a solution to many of
the challenges

Injection:
Able to overcome many
challenges, though has
situational
requirements on
CNG:
availability
of suitable
Able to overcome most challenges
reservoirs
leading to flaring, though at higher cost.
Preferred to LNG due to lower scale
requirements.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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CNG and injection alone could address 30%-35% of flaring
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

% of flaring from well pads flaring above minimum abatement threshold for CNG and injection
Percentage

100%

Technology and minimum optimal volume
There is potential to combine
multiple well pads to reach the
minimal volume for economic
viability; an opportunity
especially for larger operators

CNG (250 kcf/d)
Injection (350 kcf/d)

90%
80%
70%

Given the minimum
optimal volumes for
CNG and gas injection
abatement methods, the
methods could be
applied to abate 30-35%
of US flaring.

60%
50%

43%

47%
40%

30%

35%

32%

30%

28%
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37%

40%

30%

24%

20%
10%

0% 0%
0%
Colorado

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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North Dakota

Texas

New Mexico

Wyoming

Total

Technologies technically capable of reducing majority of flaring – but at a higher cost
Observation

Illustrations

Key slides

% of flaring addressable for given minimum abatement volume
Percentage

1000

To abate a higher share
of the flaring requires
addressing smaller
flares.

Injection and CNG
could be utilized to
capture smaller flares
and to abate 72-78% of
total flaring volume, but
at ~10X the cost for
capturing the smallest
flares.

Minimum abatement volume (kcf/d)

900
800
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At ~10X the cost for the smallest flares captured
CNG and injection could operate at 1/10th of optimal
minimum volumes, increasing the total addressable
flaring from 30-35% to 72-78%

700
600

Injection:
350 kcf/d
30% of flaring

500
400

CNG:
250 kcf/d
35% of flaring

300
30% of flaring
comes from flares
>350 kcf/d

200

Pads with smaller
flares could be
aggregated to reach a
larger combined
volume

110 kcf/d
50% of flaring
35 kcf/d
72% of flaring

100

25 kcf/d
78% of flaring

0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

% of flaring addressable

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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70%

80%

90% 100%
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CNG and gas injection could be important parts of a broader solution to reduce flaring
Observation

Flaring is primarily
driven by infrastructure
capacity constraints.
Gathering is the key
method of abatement,
but CNG and gas
injection can overcome
downstream issues.

17

Illustrations

Flaring is primarily
driven by
infrastructure
capacity
constraints

Infrastructure capacity constraints account for 84% of flaring in
North Dakota and 62% of flaring in Texas, the two highest-flaring
states.

Gathering is key,
but CNG and gas
injection can
circumvent
downstream issues

Gas gathering is the key method of abatement. However, CNG
and injection can overcome downstream capacity constraints such
as insufficient processing or takeaway capacity.

CNG and gas
injection have their
own challenges

CNG and injection are most economical when capturing a large
volume of gas, though could capture smaller volumes at a higher
cost. Gathering production from multiple well pads could make
CNG and injection more cost effective. However, CNG for flare
abatement is an immature industry and gas injection requires
availability of a suitable reservoir.

Reducing flaring
can be
accomplished
through a number
of different
avenues

A combination of changes to operations, changes to commercial
agreements and the application of technologies such as CNG and
injection are required to reduce flaring.

Key slides

Page 86
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Shale gas – both associated and non-associated – drives US production growth
Onshore gas production by year1
Billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d)
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• Gas from shale formations has driven US onshore production growth and now accounts for over 80% of US onshore gas production.
• Total US onshore gas production surpassed 120 Bcf/d in 2021, a 64% increase from 2012 production levels despite conventional production
declining by nearly 50% during the same period.
• Shale gas production can be split into two categories: gas produced from oil wells (associated gas), and gas produced from gas wells. These
wells differ in that gas well economics are primarily driven by gas prices, potentially with some uplift from NGL or condensate revenues. The
economics of oil wells, on the other hand, are primarily driven by oil prices with gas contributing to only a small portion of a well’s value.
1: Shale includes non-shale tight gas, 2: Associated gas is gas from oil wells; oil wells have a share of ≥75% oil production on barrel of oil equivalent basis
Source: Rystad Energy UCube
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Flaring is down 30% from 2019 peak; associated shale gas comprises 87% of flaring
US onshore flared volumes
Million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)

US onshore flaring intensity by year
Percentage

Conventional onshore

Shale - Gas

Shale - Associated gas

1.2%

•

US onshore flaring volumes
peaked at ~1.3 billion cubic feet
per day in 2019. Wells tend to
have higher flaring early in their
lifetime, and thus the heavy
investments into shale also
resulted in a surge in flaring
volumes. Furthermore, various
midstream outages and
bottlenecks also contributed to
the growth in flaring seen during
2019.

•

2020 flaring volumes are down
significantly relative to 2019
levels amid shut-ins and
reduced activity catalyzed by a
global supply-demand
imbalance that was further
exacerbated by COVID-19.

•

Additionally, implementation
of best practices, accompanied
by improvements of in-basin
infrastructure and conservative
capital programs have resulted
in a continuous reduction in the
flaring intensity. This decline in
flaring volumes comes despite a
complete recovery in associated
gas production.

•

Increased regulatory scrutiny
may also have contributed to
the decline in flaring volumes.
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*Flaring intensity is calculated as the ratio of flared gas volumes to gross gas produced.
Source: Rystad Energy UCube
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2019

2020

2021

Flaring intensity has declined across all supply segments, but the decline has been most
marked in associated shale gas – note that associated gas is still the key flaring source
Flaring intensity by year (left axes)
Percentage

Total flared volumes (right axes)
MMcf/d
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Chart axes vary
across charts

• In splitting total flared volumes by field type, it is evident that the growth in overall flared volumes through 2019 was primarily driven by flaring
that stemmed from associated gas production. While increased flaring from shale gas production also contributed to the growth in total flared
volumes, the segment contributed a relatively insignificant amount when compared to to flaring from oil fields. Conventional onshore
production, on the other hand, has displayed declining flaring volumes from 2012 up until 2020.
• While flaring intensity is highest within associated gas— as anticipated given the nature of the segment— the intensity has dropped
significantly over the last decade.
*Flaring intensity is calculated as the ratio of flared gas volumes to gross gas produced.
Source: Rystad Energy UCube
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48% of US onshore gas production comes from states with well or lease-level flaring
disclosure
US onshore gas production, 2021
Bcf/d
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42%
120
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60

8%
L48 + Alaska

Gas driven areas where
flaring is less common
(Appalachia and
Haynesville) and Alaska

50%

California, 0
Primary production in
these states is oil,
meaning there is potential
for flaring, but state does
not disclose well-/pad level
data on flaring.

40

Texas

North Dakota
New Mexico
Wyoming
Colorado

20

0
Total

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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Oklahoma

Five states
currently disclose
flaring data on a
well-/pad level. This
cohort comprises
48% of US land gas
production

Gas basins and low flaring
states

Oil focused without detailed Oil focus with lease/well level
flaring data
flaring reporting

These states are responsible for 90% of total US onshore flaring
US onshore flaring by state, 2021
MMcf/d
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8%
Oklahoma

700

2%

90%
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500
400
L48 + Alaska

300

The five states with well-/pad level
flaring data – Texas, North Dakota,
New Mexico, Wyoming and Colorado –
contributed 90% of the total flared
volumes in 2021.

Focus of
analysis

Having granular data and representing
90% of total flared volumes, these
states will be the focus of the
analysis.

200

North Dakota

100
Wyoming

Colorado

0
Total

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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New Mexico

Gas basins and low flaring
states

Oil focused without detailed Oil focus with lease/well level
flaring data
flaring reporting

H1 2021 flaring intensity is below 1% in most states, but North Dakota is an outlier
Gas flaring, total production and flaring intensity by state
January - June 2021 (H1 2021)
Million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)

Flared
gas1

÷
Total
produced
gas

=
Flaring
intensity
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Texas

North Dakota

55
7

4

New Mexico

Wyoming

Colorado

6

4

5

New Mexico

Wyoming

Colorado

Texas and North Dakota
represent the absolute majority
of the flared volumes.

•

Texas also has a large amount
of gas production, and a flaring
intensity of about 1%. Most of
the gas is produced in the
Permian
basin
and
is
associated gas produced as a
side product from the oil
production. New Mexico gas
production also mainly stems
from the Permian basin.

•

North Dakota has a fairly
similar amount of flared gas as
Texas, but much lower gas
production. This causes the
flaring intensity in North
Dakota to be significantly
higher than for the other states
in the graph.

•

Wyoming
and
Colorado
represent states with lower
flaring levels and low gas
production.

Billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d)

28
3
Texas

North Dakota

Flared gas as percent of total produced gas (%)

7.1%
1.0%

0.9%
Texas

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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North Dakota
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0.2%
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Wyoming

Colorado

The states with highest gas production share* have historically had lowest flaring intensity
Flaring intensity
Percentage

40%
30%
20%
H1 2021
Gas share*

10%
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North Dakota

30%

New Mexico

46%
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50%
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68%
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73%

Jan-13
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2%

1%
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Jan-12
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Jan-16

Jan-17

Jan-18

Jan-19

Jan-20

Jan-21

•

North Dakota flaring intensity has decreased since 2012 but is still significantly higher than the four other states. The gas share of production
in North Dakota is also significantly smaller than the other states in this graph.

•

New Mexico & Texas gas share of production was in the same range in the first half of 2021. The historical flaring intensity of these states
have also been at the same order of magnitude historically.

•

Colorado & Wyoming are primarily producing gas and therefore have the highest gas share of production. These are also the states with the
lowest flaring intensity.

Note: Wyoming data for 2012-2013 is not presented in the graph as it is not available.
*Gas share = Gas production / (Gas + light oil production). Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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60% of the flared volumes stem from high intensity wells with intensities above 10%
Contribution to flared gas production by flaring intensity level
Well level flaring intensity (percent) versus cumulative share of H1 2021 flared volumes (percent)
Share of total flared volumes
100%
~10% of the flared volumes stem
from wells with a 100% flaring
90%
intensity

Flared gas

80%

60% of the flared
volumes stem from high
intensity wells with above
10% in flaring intensity

70%
60%
50%

40%

40%

Wells with a flaring intensity
below 1% - being above the
average intensity for Texas, New
Mexico, Wyoming and Colorado
– contribute with only 6% of
the total flared volumes

30%
20%
10%

6%

0%

0.5%

1%

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; ShaleWellCube
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2%
5%
Flaring intensity (flared gas / total gas)

10%

20%

50%

0%
100%

Just 7% of flaring wells contributed 70% of flared volumes
Total natural gas flared in H1 2021, split by amount flared per day on a well level
Natural gas flared [MMcf/d - bars (left axis)]; Total number of wells – [Number – line (right axis)]

Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d
200

Total five states
7% of the wells contributed to
70% of the flaring

Texas

Number of wells Natural gas flared*
#
MMcf/d

66,371

100

5% of the wells contributed to
63% of the flaring

43,368

40,000

60,000
100

50

30,000
4,325

0
0-20

20-100

792
100+

1,973

0

0

kcf/d

0-20

20-100

New Mexico

20

5,000
485

0
0-20

20-100

2

80

0

40,000

4
4,114

0

100+

0-20

North Dakota
Number of wells (RHS)

50
1,786

374

0

10,000

2

0
100+

3% of the wells contributed to
83% of the flaring

5,000

1

0
20-100

100+

40,000
1,148

0
0-20

Note: Only includes wells that flared in the given time period. See appendix for more detailed breakdown of flared gas by well for each state
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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20-100

3

11,356

0-20

20,000
51

Colorado

16% of the wells contributed
to 77% of the flaring
100

0

100+

1% of the wells contributed to
30% of the flaring

6

6,385

10

20,000
330

Wyoming

8% of the wells contributed to
70% of the flaring

30

Number of wells
#

20,000
30
20-100

8
100+

0

Recently drilled wells represent the largest share of flared volumes…
Flared volumes by well vintage (production start year) in TX, ND, NM, WY & CO
MMcf/d
pre-2015

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

•

Flared volumes in TX, ND,
NM, WY & CO have
decreased significantly since
the peak in mid-2019. This is
due to both an alleviation of
constraints, chiefly pipeline
and processing constraints, as
well as a drop in activity due to
COVID.

•

Because wells tend to have a
higher flaring level at the start
of their lifetime, due to high
initial production and delays in
gathering connections, most of
the flared volumes tend to
come from the newest well
vintages.

•

This effect has decreased
somewhat in recent years.
However, wells drilled since
2018 still account for 60% of
the flaring in October 2021.

Oct-21

Jul-21

Apr-21

Jan-21

Oct-20

Jul-20

Apr-20

Jan-20

Oct-19

Jul-19

Apr-19

Jan-19

Oct-18

Jul-18

Apr-18

Jan-18

Oct-17

Jul-17

Apr-17

Jan-17

Oct-16

Jul-16

Apr-16

Jan-16

Oct-15

Jul-15

Apr-15

Jan-15

High flaring due to
infrastructure capacity
constraints

Flared volumes by state
MMcf/d

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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Jan-21
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Colorado

Jul-20

Apr-20

Jan-20

Oct-19

Wyoming
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Apr-19

Jan-19

Oct-18

New Mexico

Jul-18

Apr-18

Jan-18

Oct-17

North Dakota

Apr-17
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Apr-16

Jan-16
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Jan-15

Texas
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…focusing on the most recent years further highlights this
Flared volumes by well vintage TX, ND, NM, WY & CO
MMcf/d
700

July-2021 flaring, split by well vintage

pre-2015

2015

2016

2017

pre 2015

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2018

2019

2020

2021

600

19%
25%

500

400

300

14%

Wells from the 3 most
recent years
accounted for ~50% of
the flaring in July

5%
3%

200

5%
100

0

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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17%
12%

Flaring intensity in North Dakota is significantly higher than in other states
Average flaring intensity per production month by completion year
Percentage

Colorado

100%

Single well leases only1

Texas

100%
2016

80%

2020

2016

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

2020

0%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Months producing

New Mexico

100%

Wyoming

100%
2016

80%

2020

2016

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

North Dakota

100%

2016

80%

2020

60%
40%
20%
0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

*Month 1 is the first full month of production; 1: Data shown based on leases with one well drilled to date, indicative of well-level flaring and flaring intensity
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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2020

7

8

9

10

11

12

Flaring above 0.2% appears excessive based on observed flaring in US and elsewhere
Oil and gas operations means
some flaring is needed

But states and countries with
strict regulations show that the
level is low
Flared gas as percent of production*

Flared gas as percent of production

0.25%

3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

0.20%
0.15%
0.10%
0.05%
Norway

Note: Upstream flaring only
*Colorado is H1 2021, Norway and Netherlands 2020 average.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Safety flaring

Excess flaring

Startup

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112

0.00%

The term safety flaring encompasses a wide
range of issues that result in the operator
choosing to flare gas to reduce operational
risk. At a minimum, operators need to
maintain a pilot flame to enable them to get rid
of the gas in case of emergency. In addition to
this small volume of continuous flaring, safety
events will drive flaring volumes. That is not to
say that these events cannot be avoided.

Key companies prove low flaring
rates is feasible

Netherlands

Colorado

Certain geographies have implemented
regulations seeking to reduce flaring.
Colorado, Norway and the Netherlands have
all banned routine flaring. This has resulted in
a very low flaring intensity (flared volume as
percentage of total produced volume). These
examples imply that it’s practically feasible to
reduce flaring to such levels on a
country/state level.

Months of production

Flaring rates are in most basins significantly
higher than what’s seen in Colorado.
However, the performance amongst operators
varies greatly. Using the Permian as an
example, key companies such as ExxonMobil,
Chevron and Shell all had flaring intensities of
0.5% or lower in 2021. During the production
phase, this implies that flaring above 0.2%
would be excess (leaving some room for
safety related flaring). The startup phase is
also a key contributor, but the driver here is
less the field setup and more the completion
process.

70% of flaring, and 77% of production, occurs on private land
Gas flaring, total production and flaring intensity by state and type of land
January - June 2021 (H1 2021)
Total % by land type

Million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)

239

Private

Flared
gas1

Tribal

State

50 36

3

Texas

7%

14 28

13

North Dakota

0

13

5

New Mexico

1

0

1

4

Wyoming

0

0

0

71%

Colorado

Total % by land type

Billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d)
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Total
produced
gas

=
Flaring
intensity

2% 5%
16%

1

0

Texas

2

1

0

4

1

0

North Dakota

0

New Mexico

1

2

2

4
0

Wyoming

0

1

0

0

0.9%

Avg. intensity by land type

0.4%

5.3%

1.9%

1.0%
North Dakota

1: Wellhead gas flared only (excludes gas flared in midstream operations)
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube

77%

Colorado

Flared gas as percent of total produced gas (%)
9.4%
9.4%
7.8%
6.0%

Texas

32

6%

16%

105
2

÷

Federal

0.8%0.1%0.9% 0.3%
0.0%

New Mexico

2.3%
0.5% 0.1%0.0% 0.0% 0.2%

Wyoming

Colorado

1.1% 1.1%

1.4%

Reducing flaring means bringing gas to market or storing it

Flaring drivers and impact
High flaring

Lack of export
infrastructure

A key driver for flaring in US basins is the
lack of export infrastructure. In most
instances this is a temporary problem,
implying that the issue should be very
cheap to fix. In instances where export is
not feasible, storing gas underground is
a viable option.

Insufficient
takeaway capacity

A significant part of flaring stems from
the insufficient takeaway capacity, either
in the gathering, processing or trunkline
systems. This is clearly seen in the total
numbers: When activity slows, flaring
plummets.

Safety flaring
Low flaring
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Safety flaring remains a very limited
issue. States with strict regulations on
routine flaring have very low flaring rates.

The drivers of the flaring can be divided into four main buckets
Flaring driver
“The problem”

Illustration

Oil pipeline
Infrastructure
access

Wells

X

Gas pipeline

X

Capacity constrained Gas pipeline

Infrastructure
capacity
Wells

A safety flame facilitates for the opportunity
to get rid of large amounts of gas fast

Safety flaring

Comment

Definition in report

Oil is the main product, and the
associated gas production is not
connected to infrastructure at all

100% of the produced gas is
unsold (flared, reinjected or utilized
as fuel)

Infrastructure for gas transportation
is in place, but it is produced more
gas than the infrastructure can
handle

Multiple months where gas is sold,
but flaring is significantly higher
than expected (10-90% of
production)

Large gas buildups can cause
severe damage. Keeping a safety
flare provides the opportunity to get
rid of large amounts of gas fast

Flaring of 0.2% is assessed to be
sufficient to maintain a safety flare
and unavoidable events

The connection / disconnection
from gas infrastructure does not
match the start or stop of
production

Volumes not allocated to the three
buckets above are primarily driven
by timing issues. However, other
factors including short-term
operational issues (i.e. temporary
downstream outages) could also
have an impact.

Gas pipeline
Timing and
other issues

X
T=0

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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T=1

T=2

Lack of infrastructure access is not the issue, timing and capacity is
Volume selection: First 12
months of production from
2020-completed wells with
12 months of reporting

Texas

North Dakota

3% 3%

1% 1%

14%

New Mexico

Wyoming

Colorado

9% 2%

6% 0%

14%

6%

32%

Flaring driver
“The problem”

244

204

35%

55

59%

29%

7

4

60%

Infrastructure
capacity

36%

MMcf/d*
62%

Safety flaring

84%
490

Pad-level
flare size

44%

Infrastructure
access
Timing & other
issues

70% percentile**

384

317

YY

240

123

kcf/d
30

•
•
•
•

82

34

99
3

XX
30% percentile**

Capacity, meaning that the well that is flaring is connected to infrastructure but still chooses to flare, is the main cause of flaring.
The second largest cause of flaring is timing, meaning that the well is flaring for a short period of time due to mismatch in start of production
and connection to/scaling of infrastructure.
Flare size percentiles represent percentile of total flared volume. 30% of flaring originates from flares smaller than the lower bound flare
rate; 70% of flaring originates from flares smaller than the upper bound flare rate.
The size of the flares is largest in Colorado, followed by New Mexico and North Dakota. Colorado is also unique in the way that
infrastructure is the main issue, highlighting that a large share of the flared volumes stems from wells with 100% flaring.

*Analysis of problem and pie chart distribution is based on analyzing first 12 months of production from 2020-completed wells with >6 months of reporting. Production number inside pie is H12021
statewide average flaring across all wells **30% percentile (lower) and 70% percentile (upper) in terms of total volumes flared. E.g., 30% of flaring originates from flares smaller than the lower bound flare
rate; 70% of flaring originates from flares smaller than the upper bound flare rate.; Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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We investigate the direct costs, viability and situational requirements of various flaring
abatement measures

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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We assess the viability of these abatement alternatives across four dimensions

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Abatement costs vary by technology; net costs account for sales of gas and NGLs

Net profit

Net profit

Net profit

Net profit

*Absolute cost includes all costs from well to customer. To arrive at net cost the value of the product is subtracted from the absolute cost. The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point
estimates are shown above **52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton ***These numbers represent a scenario where the gas is injected into a reservoir for permanent storage only and does not include
retrieving the gas for sale or EOR. Selling the gas or EOR represent significant upside potential that most likely would yield a large net profit. ****Cost of transporting NGLs with trucks included in net
costs. Net cost of CNG/LNG delivered as gas, CNG/LNG could be worth more if delivered as CNG/LNG.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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The minimum optimal economic volume varies by technology
Range of optimal flare capture by abatement method*
kcf/d

5,000 kcf/d+

1,000

750

500

250

0

Gathering

On-site use

CNG

Injection

LNG

Gas-to-wire

Minimum volumes represent the low end of capacity for modular CNG and LNG equipment, size of a small injector well for gas injection, and the
size of a small turbine for grid power for gas-to-wire. Some well pads could be aggregated to increase the applicability of abatement methods to
handle a larger share of flaring.
*1,000 kcf/d maximum boundary shown on chart does not represent a maximum volume range. Note: For CNG, LNG and Injection, minimum optimal abatement volume is typically set by the size of the
smallest available modular systems or reasonable size of small injector well, rather than technical constraints.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Each abatement method has differing requirements affecting viability

*The ability of a solution to both scale to handle different volumes of gas (single well pad solution vs acreage development solution) and to scale to meet high initial production volumes.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gas pipeline gathering systems are main method of abatement, though employing gas
gathering is challenging in some situations
Overview
Connecting wells to gas gathering systems is the primary method of abating flaring. Gas gathering systems bring wells to gas processing plants and
subsequently trunklines. Operators that wish to limit capex can make agreements with 3rd-party gas gatherers for fee-based gathering, while others invest in and
operate their own gathering systems.

GatheringIllustration
system illustration

Advantages
Advantages
•
•
•

Trunkline
pipelines

Gas processing
plant

Challenges
Challenges
•
•

Wells
Gathering
pipelines

•
•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Proven, ubiquitous
• The ubiquitous method of abatement, the industry and technology for midstream
gas gathering is highly mature.
Scalable
• Gas gathering systems are the most effective way to capture gas from a large
number of wells.
Often quick to deploy
• When wells are drilled in vicinity to existing gathering systems new wells can be
quickly and cheaply connected.

Timing of connection
• Well completion must be timed with connection to gas gathering. There is often
a delay due to planning, especially when operators utilize 3 rd party gatherers.
Operational challenges
• Connecting new wells to gas gathering systems can cause operational issues
due to high initial production rates and pipeline operating pressures. Due to this,
connections are sometimes intentionally delayed.
Isolated wells
• Wells or well pads that are distant from existing infrastructure could require high
capex to reach with gas gathering pipelines.
Downstream constraints
• Even if pipeline connections are feasible, constraints could exist downstream
(e.g., at processing plants or on trunklines).

Gathering as an abatement method also relies on processing and trunkline capacity
Typical path of gas molecules from wellhead to market
Well pad

Gas processing

Downstream markets
Mixed (Y-grade)
NGLs

Wells
Field separators

Flare stack
Oil

Water

Compressor
or booster station

Rich gas

Gas trunkline

Gas gathering pipeline

Well pads
Summary:
Well pads typically consist of 2-6 wells
in close vicinity sharing facilities such
as separators, flares and tanks.
Potential constraints:
🛑 Flaring often occurs when wells
are not hooked into gas gathering
systems prior to start up

🛑 Wells that are distant from existing
gathering systems could be expensive
to connect to infrastructure

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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To gas
distribution
systems

Dry gas

Gas gathering

Gas processing

Gas trunkline pipelines

Summary:
Gas gathering systems bring gas from
many well pads to centralized
processing facilities. Gas gathering
systems often require “booster
stations” to add gas compression.

Summary:
Gas processing plants are centralized
plants that typically process 200-400
MMcf/d of gas, removing impurities
and separating dry gas from NGLs.
Dry gas is sent to gas trunklines, while
NGLs are sent to NGL trunklines for
further processing.

Summary:
Gas trunklines are typically large (20”42”) pipelines that take gas from
multiple gas plants to end markets,
such as natural gas distribution
systems for residential, commercial or
industrial consumption.

Potential constraints:
🛑 Lack of processing capacity
serving a gathering system can lead
to flaring

Potential constraints:
🛑 Lack of trunkline capacity, often
called takeaway capacity, can lead to
flaring

Potential constraints:
🛑 Flaring can occur at well pads if
there is a lack of compression on gas
gathering systems

Gathering is typically the most cost-effective method of preventing flaring

*The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
***Many forms of midstream gathering-and-processing contracts exist. The most common form is an acreage dedication, whereby an operator commits to pay the midstream gatherer to gather all
production on specified acreage. Operators typically pay a fixed fee for gathering and processing, often with an additional “percent of proceeds” clause whereby the processor retains a portion of
extracted NGLs, giving the processor commodity price upside.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Rather than paying a fee to 3rd-parties, operators can instead invest the capital to build
their own gathering systems

*All costs are gross.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gas gathering is a viable and scalable solution in most circumstances, but still subject
to downstream constraints

Source: Rystad Energy research and development
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On-site use offers potential to reduce some flaring but is not a scalable abatement
option
Overview
Associated gas can be used on-site for operations—directly in operations for heat or as a replacement for other fuel and as an input for electricity generation.
Using gas in-basin has minimal barriers and the potential for increased use. However, while on-site use can help reduce flaring by utilizing some of the
associated gas, it is a difficult option to scale given wide fluctuations in production and variability in demand for both gas and power at the well.

Illustration
Uses for associated
gas on-site

Advantages
Advantages
•
•
•

Cost savings
• Operators can save from fuel switching including substituting field gas for other
fuels like diesel and from utilizing gas as a low-cost, independent power source.
Less dependent on infrastructure
• Using associated gas on-site does not require access to other pipeline
infrastructure to facilitate local use.
Minimal barriers to implement
• Any operator can theoretically use some associated gas on-site without major
investments in infrastructure or significant coordination with 3 rd parties.

Challenges
Challenges
•

•
•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Supply demand matching
• Inconsistent volumes of associated gas production poses challenges over the
life of the well— Demand at the well may fall significantly below production
requiring additional abatement strategies on top of on-site use. Alternatively, if
demand exceeds supply operators will still need to access to alternative power
supply and fuels regardless of on-site use.
Gas composition limitations
• Use of associated gas may still rely on gas conditioning and processing.
Requires solution for remaining associated gas
• Due to the mismatch in supply for gas on-site and availability, an alternative
abatement option is likely required in addition to on-site use highlighting the
scalability issues of local consumption– a key consideration in allowing the
strategy to be a true, large-scale abatement method.

Use of fuel on-site requires investment in gas treatment and power generation facilities

*The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above. All costs are gross.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
***Cost ranges assumes 5-year life of power generator, generator CAPEX of $1,000/kW, and 50 kcf/d of potential gas use for on-site power and diesel displacement.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Use of gas on-site can offset costs of other fuels and power with potential for negative
abatement costs though this is contingent on utilization and supply-demand matching

Note: Cost ranges assumes 5-year life of power generator, generator CAPEX of $1,000/kW, and 50 kcf/d of potential gas use for on-site power and diesel displacement.
*The estimated ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
** 52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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On-site use offers potential for flaring reductions in certain circumstances

1: Carbon Limits Improving utilization of associated gas in US tight oil field
Source: Rystad Energy research and development
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CNG is a possible solution to monetize associated gas from wells isolated from
pipeline infrastructure or facing pipeline constraints
Overview
CNG is a potential solution to collect, transport and monetize associated gas that would otherwise be flared at locations without gas transportation infrastructure
or constrained infrastructure capacity. The natural gas market is already established and commercial CNG solutions are available. Cost levels depend on
volumes and transportation distances, as well as the quality of the gas. CNG are more suited for smaller volumes and shorter distances compared to LNG.

Illustration
CNG
illustration

Advantages
•

•
•
•

Available technology
• Compression technology for CNG is already in use.
Less need for infrastructure
• Does not need gas pipeline infrastructure connected to the well site.
Availability of associated gas
• Associated gas that would otherwise be flared can be sold and create value.
Scalable and moveable
• The systems that make up the CNG value chain are both scalable and
transportable. Gas treatment units and compression systems can be modular
and easy to transport between sites.

Challenges
•

•
•
•
•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Unproven at scale
• Has not been used in large scale in US shale production.
Variable volumes
• A typical shale well produces more associated gas in the first months, scaling
abatement capacity to match flared volumes is a challenge.
Distance to market
• The cost of delivering CNG increases significantly when distance to
infrastructure or end-users increase.
Logistics
• If volumes are large, many trucks are needed for transportation. This may create
logistical challenges.
Market size
• Local CNG demand could be limited compared to associated gas volumes.

A CNG value chain can operate independently of gas transportation infrastructure
Typical path of gas molecules from wellhead to market
Well pad

Transportation

Wells
Field separators

Flare stack
Oil

Water

Rich gas

CNG compression
End user
(Regasification)

Dry gas

NGLs
Gas treatment
Feed gas treatment

CNG processing

Summary:
Associated gas are first treated in
order to remove H2S, CO2 and other
impurities, as well as separating
heavier hydrocarbons (NGL) that can
be sold separately as liquids. The
cleaned gas are then ready for further
processing.

Summary:
Cleaned gas are compressed and
stored.

Different combinations of treatment
and compression could be possible,
depending on point of delivery.
Potential constraints:
🛑 The quality of the feed gas affects
the necessary amount of treatment.

Different compression systems have
different requirements for feed gas
quality, some systems require
previous treatment of the gas. Some
multistage compressor systems can
also separate heavier hydrocarbons
(NGL).
Potential constraints:
🛑 Insufficient capacity of treatment
and compression systems can lead to
incomplete flaring abatement.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; World Bank Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership
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Truck transportation

Delivery to pipeline or end-use

Summary:
Transported in pressurized containers.
CNG is typically stored and
transported at pressures of
approximately 100-250 bar. Higher
than pipeline pressure.
Potential constraints:
🛑 Large number of trucks needed for
large volumes and/or distance to
market due to low volumetric density.

Summary:
Delivered as CNG for vehicle fuel or
depressurized for other consumption
or input to pipeline grid.
Potential constraints:
🛑 Offloading equipment is necessary
to receive CNG.

Transportation by truck represents the majority of CNG value chain costs

*Important factors affecting the cost level are transportation distance, volumes, gas quality and more. 10-year lifetime and 80% utilization are used for cost calculations.
**The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
***52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.****Cost of transporting NGLs with trucks included in net costs. Net cost of CNG delivered as gas, CNG could be worth more if delivered as CNG.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; World Bank Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership; Carbon Limits
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CNG is modular and scalable over time, but minimum optimal capacity is ~250 kcf/d

Max

Min

Source: Rystad Energy research and development
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~250 kcf/d
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LNG is a solution to monetize associated gas from isolated wells, but LNG is primarily
competitive against CNG for larger volumes and longer transportation distances
Overview
LNG is a quite similar solution as CNG in many ways and can be used to monetize associated gas at locations without gas transportation infrastructure or
constrained infrastructure capacity. Micro scale LNG systems are operational and available in the market. The LNG liquefaction process is more costly than the
CNG compression process and requires a larger upfront investment. The costs of LNG transportation is lower than CNG transportation at sufficiently large
volumes and distances. Because of higher Capex and lower Opex, LNG is more suited for larger volumes and longer distances than CNG.

Illustration
LNG
illustration

Advantages
•

•
•
•

Available technology
• Liquefaction technology for micro scale LNG is already in use.
Less need for infrastructure
• Does not need gas pipeline infrastructure connected to the well site.
Availability of associated gas
• Associated gas that would otherwise be flared can be sold and create value.
Scalable and moveable
• The systems that make up the LNG value chain are both scalable and
transportable. Liquefaction systems can be modular but are probably a bit
harder to move than CNG compression systems.

Challenges
•

•
•
•
•
•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Unproven at scale
• Has not been used in large scale in US shale production.
Profitability
• The necessary scale of LNG systems is larger than for CNG. The smallest
liquefaction units also have higher capacity than the smallest CNG compressors.
Variable volumes
• A typical shale well produces more associated gas in the first months, scaling
abatement capacity to match flared volumes is a challenge.
Distance to market
• The cost of delivering LNG increases significantly when distance to
infrastructure or end-users increase.
Logistics
• Many trucks would be necessary for large volumes of LNG (but fewer than CNG)
Market size
• Local LNG demand could be limited compared to associated gas volumes.

The LNG value chain can transport gas over long distances using trucks
Typical path of gas molecules from wellhead to market
Well pad

Transportation

Wells
Field separators

Flare stack
Oil

Water

Rich gas

LNG liquefaction
End user
(Regasification)

Dry gas

NGLs
Gas treatment
Feed gas treatment
Summary:
Associated gas are first treated in
order to remove H2S, CO2 and other
impurities, as well as separating
heavier hydrocarbons (NGL) that can
be sold separately as liquids. The
cleaned gas are then ready for further
processing.
The LNG liquefaction process have
more strict quality requirements for the
feed gas than CNG compression.

LNG processing

Summary:
Transported in vacuum-insulated
containers.
Summary:
Cleaned gas are liquefied and stored
at cryogenic temperatures.
Potential constraints:
🛑 Insufficient capacity of treatment
and liquefaction systems can lead to
incomplete flaring abatement.

Potential constraints:
🛑 The quality of the feed gas affects
the necessary amount of treatment.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; World Bank Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership
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Truck transportation

LNG is transported at low
temperatures and nearly ambient
pressure. The energy density of LNG
is higher than CNG, more energy can
therefore be transported per truck.

Potential constraints:
🛑 Large number of trucks needed for
large volumes and/or distance to
market.

Delivery to pipeline or end-use

Summary:
Delivered as LNG for fueling or
vaporized for delivery in gaseous form
for other consumption or input to
pipeline grid.
Potential constraints:
🛑 Special infrastructure is often
necessary to turn LNG into a gaseous
form. Turning LNG into gas is more
expensive than turning CNG into gas.

LNG liquefaction costs are significantly higher than CNG compression costs

*Important factors affecting the cost level are transportation distance, volumes, gas quality and more. 10-year lifetime and 80% utilization are used for cost calculations.
**The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
***52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton. ****: Cost of transporting NGLs with trucks included in net costs. Net cost of LNG delivered as gas, LNG could be worth more if delivered as LNG.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; World Bank Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership; Carbon Limits
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LNG is most competitive against CNG for large volumes and distances

Max

Min

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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~700 kcf/d
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Gas injection most promising in areas with nearby storage capacity as well as
gathering and transport infrastructure
Overview
Routine flaring can be reduced by installing gas processing facilities and infrastructure such that the gas can reinjected. Natural gas produced
from oil and gas fields can be injected into nearby depleted reservoirs, saline aquifers or salt caverns as a form of storage. Stored gas can be
withdrawn and sold in the future when capacity becomes available. Additionally, gas injection can be utilized in an effort to enhance oil recovery
(EOR) by boosting depleted pressure in a formation.
Illustration
EOR
illustration

Advantages
•
•
•

Gas injection is proven and mature industry
• Gas injection for EOR purposes is widespread within conventional production,
indicating that injection of gas into reservoirs is a highly mature industry.
Low abatement cost
• The abatement cost of reinjecting gas onshore is generally quite low and can
even be negative if reinjecting the associated gas increases the recovery rate.
Cheap to deploy
• When storage availability, gathering and transportation infrastructure is in place,
the vertical and simple nature of injection wells make them cheap to deploy.

Challenges
•
•
•

•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, American Petroleum Institute
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Availability of injection wells
• For practical reasons, drilling injection wells is not possible on all fields, and
hence, reinjecting gas is thus not always an option.
Availability of storage capacity
• Injection for storage purposes places high demands on the availability of nearby
storage capacity, as well as gas gathering and transport infrastructure.
Efficiency uncertainties
• For EOR purposes there are always significant uncertainties regarding efficiency
and added recovery of oil. In addition, EOR is uncommon for unconventional
formations.
Challenges related to gas gathering
• As gas injection relies on gas gathering methods, aforementioned issues related
to gas gathering implicitly affects gas injection opportunities.

After excess gas is gathered it can either be stored or used for EOR purposes
Typical path of gas molecules from wellhead to injection well
NGLs sold to
market

Well pad

Injection Wells
Dry gas

Wells
Flare stack
Oil

Field separators

1 Gas storage

Gas processing**

Water
Rich gas

Compressor
or booster station*

1. Depleted
reservoir
2. Saline
aquifer
3. Salt cavern

Rich gas
Compressor
or booster station*

Gas gathering pipeline

Processed gas

2 EOR

E
O
R

Gas processing**

1

Gas storage

Summary:
Produced rich gas is either injected as is or stripped of its natural gas
liquids, before it is compressed and pumped into an injection well.
The gas is then re-injected into either depleted reservoirs, saline
aquifers or salt caverns as form of storage. Stored gas can be
withdrawn and sold when capacity becomes available.

2

Enhanced oil recovery

Summary:
EOR is a technique that uses the gas to improve the recovery factor
of an oil field. Processed gas is compressed and injected into the
reservoir (and stored) to increase reservoir pressure, which helps oil
recovery. It is a two-step process where the gas is first utilized and
then stored. Gas withdrawal and sale is also possible for EOR.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
*The need for compressors along the pathway from wellhead to processing plant depend on various factors such as well pressure and transportation distance. **Processing characteristics vary
depending on use case.
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Given potential constraints, gas reinjection is most suitable in certain circumstances
Various factors affecting which injection options are most beneficial

3. NGL pricing
and capacity
constraints?

Well pad

NGLs sold to
market

Wells

Injection Wells
Dry gas

Field separators

Flare stack

Gas storage

Oil

Gas processing**

Water
Rich gas

Compressor
or booster station*

4. Availability
of depleted
reservoirs?

1. Depleted
reservoir
2. Saline
aquifer
3. Salt cavern

Rich gas
Compressor
or booster station*

Gas gathering pipeline

Processed gas

EOR
1. Nearby
conventional
production?

1

Nearby conventional
production

As EOR methods are mostly used
for boosting conventional oil
production, lack of nearby
conventional production makes
gas storage the preferable option.

2. EOR
volume
requirements?

2

EOR volume
requirements

In order to achieve EOR
efficiency certain volume
requirements must be met. If the
excess gas at hand fails to meet
these requirements, EOR will not
be realizable.

E
O
R

5. Availability
of injection
wells?

Gas processing**

3

NGL pricing and capacity
constraints

High NGL prices incentivize gas
processing before storage as
NGLs can be very valuable byproducts. However, processing
plant and trunkline constraints
may limit this option.

4

Availability of depleted
reservoirs

Depleted reservoirs are the
cheapest storage type to develop,
operate, and maintain. In regions
without depleted reservoirs, one
of the other two storage options is
required.

5

Availability of injection
wells

For practical reasons, drilling
injection wells is not possible on
all fields, and thus, reinjecting gas
for either storage or EOR
purposes is not always an option.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
*The need for compressors along the pathway from wellhead to processing plant depend on various factors such as well pressure and transportation distance. **Processing characteristics vary
depending on use case.
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All states except North Dakota have significant storage capacity in oil and gas fields
Annual* flared volumes and total storage capacity by state

Flare site locations vs. location of O&G storage** sites

Annual flaring*

Bcf
100

89
75

80

60
40
20

20
3

2

0
Colorado

North Dakota

Wyoming

New Mexico

Texas

Total storage capacity in O&G
fields**

600,000

500,000
400,000
300,000

213,000

200,000
100,000

70,000
800

0

Colorado

North Dakota

0
Wyoming

New Mexico

Texas

= flaring sites***

= Storage locations in O&G fields***

• The left chart above displays annual flared volumes (top) relative to total storage potential in oil and gas storage sites (bottom). As displayed,
there is a huge storage potential in each state relative to the annual flared volumes except for North Dakota. This highlights that storage
capacity is not an issue. While lacking storage sites in oil and gas fields, North Dakota has significant storage potential in saline aquifers.
• The map to the left displays the distribution of storage sites relative to the flaring sites. This map highlights how there are many potential
storage sites near key flaring regions in Texas.

*Annualized H12021 flared volumes **EOR and/or dedicated storage ***Size of bubbles on flare sites vs. storage capacity are not on same scale. Chart to the left displays annual flaring vs total
storage capacity by state, highlighting the significant storage potential relative to flared volumes; Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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While ND lacks O&G storage there is huge potential in saline aquifers – pilots ongoing
Project Tundra has pivoted its approach to utilize saline
formations

Flare site locations vs. location of saline aquifers

= flaring sites

= Saline aquifers

• Project Tundra is Minnkota Power Cooperative’s ambitious initiative to install the world’s largest carbon capture and storage facility in North Dakota.
• Minnkota originally planned to use captured CO2 in enhanced oil recovery operations, but as the EOR markets in North Dakota have not developed
as expected, Minnkota has pivoted its approach to utilize saline formation storage as the primary means of storing CO2, while retaining the
enhanced oil recovery as a secondary option if/when the markets are ready. The Federal Government’s significant continued funding through the
Department of Energy’s (DOE) CarbonSAFE program to research and develop saline formation storage for CO2, supports this new focus on saline
formations.
• Although certain reservoirs characteristics and regulatory authorities differ for natural gas and CO2 storage, project development and operation of
the two types reflect great similarity. This indicates that saline aquifers in North Dakota may represent huge potential for natural gas storage as well.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, Minnkota Power Cooperative webpages, Project Tundra webpages
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The total cost of gas injection depends on both gathering and storage costs

Note: There is potential for revenue generation from gas injection by later extracting and selling injected gas, or by using injection for enhanced oil recovery (EOR), which could offset costs. This upside
is not analyzed here.
*The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC)
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Gas injection is highly scalable, but requires nearby infrastructure and storage capacity

Max

Min

Source: Rystad Energy research and development
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~350 kcf/d
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Gas-to-wire is technically viable but highly dependent on available infrastructure and
requires significant CAPEX
Overview
Gas-to-wire refers to using associated gas as a feedstock in power generation that is exported to the grid. This method creates an end-use for gas that would
otherwise be flared but requires access to both gathering and processing infrastructure along with access to transmission and grid infrastructure. Given the more
sizeable CAPEX investments required for even a small power plant, the quantity of gas would need to be significant and available for several years to make gasto-wire economically feasible.

Illustration
Illustration

Advantages
Advantages
•
•

Revenue from electricity sales
• Using gas to generate power for export can add to revenue through electricity
sales.
Can account for significant volumes of associated gas
• Due to connection to larger plants and to a nearby electrical grid, a higher
volume of gas can be used to generate electricity that can be exported and sold.

Challenges
Challenges
•
•
•

•

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Requires access to grid
• Gas-to-wire relies heavily on access to existing grid infrastructure making it a
challenging abatement option for more isolated wells.
Grid related infrastructure costs
• If there is not sufficient transmission infrastructure, investments are required
here in addition to plant CAPEX.
Volume dependent
• Gas-to-wire is a more appropriate abatement option for wells or a group of wells
with flaring above 5 million cubic feet per day, ideally over the long-term.
Still requires access to gathering and processing infrastructure
• Due to conditioning and processing needs, wells will also need access to
gathering and processing infrastructure in addition to grid access, making Gasto-wire more of a secondary takeaway solution.

Connecting to the grid requires access to power generation and transmission
infrastructure in addition to gathering and processing systems
Typical path of gas molecules from wellhead to market
Well pad

Gas processing

Transmission & Grid Connection

Mixed (Y-grade)
NGLs

Wells
Flare stack
Oil

Tie-in to grid
infrastructure

Field separators

End user

Water

Dry gas

Rich gas
Power
plant

Gas gathering pipeline

Electricity

Substation

Compressor
or booster station
Gas gathering and processing

Power generation

Grid connection

Summary:
Gas gathering systems bring gas from many well
pads to centralized processing facilities. Gas
gathering systems often require “booster stations” to
add gas compression. Gas processing plants are
centralized plants that typically process 200-400
MMcf/d of gas, removing impurities and separating
dry gas from NGLs. Dry gas is sent to gas trunklines
or power plants, while NGLs are sent to NGL
trunklines for further processing.

Summary:
Dry gas would be sent to a power generation facility to
convert the gas into electricity. Gas plants vary in size
with combined cycle gas turbine plants generally
reaching 300 – 400 MW in capacity. However, smaller
alternatives range from 5 – 50 MW and can serve the
smaller supply of associated gas from individual wells
with significant flaring.

Summary:
Electricity would be transformed and sent to grid
connected transmission lines to travel to nearby
demand centers or designated off-takers.

Potential constraints:
🛑 Flaring can occur at well pads if there is a lack of
compression on gas gathering systems or a lack of
processing capacity serving the gathering system

Potential constraints:
🛑 Flaring can occur at well pads if there is a lack of
capacity available at connected power generation
facilities downstream.

Potential constraints:
🛑 Lack of nearby substations or other transmission
infrastructure to connect generated power to grid

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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The cost of gas-to-wire is driven by investments in power generation in addition to
gathering and processing costs

*The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
***Cost ranges assumes 10-year life of power generator, generator CAPEX of $1,000/kW, and 5000 kcf/d of gas use.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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The costs of gas-to-wire can be partially offset by power sales over time

*The estimated cost ranges are shown in parenthesis, point estimates are shown above.
**52.2 kcf of methane per metric ton.
***Using 2020 weighted average wholesale power prices in United States.
Note: Cost ranges assumes 10-year life of power generator, generator CAPEX of $1,000/kW, and 5000 kcf/d of gas use.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gas-to-wire has several situational and volume requirements that make it best suited
for deployment in specific circumstances

1: Best Available Techniques Economically Achievable to Address Black Carbon from Gas Flaring
Source: Rystad Energy research and development
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Most states have similar flaring drivers, though the significance of each varies by state
Texas

North Dakota

3% 3%

1% 1%

14%

New Mexico

Wyoming

Colorado

9% 2%

6% 0%

32%

Flaring driver
“The problem”

244

204

35%

55

59%

29%

7

4

60%
36%

62%
84%

Challenges driving flaring and current applicability across states

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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6%

14%

44%

Infrastructure
access
Timing & other
issues
Infrastructure
capacity
Safety flaring

Flaring reduction requires a broad-based approach addressing both operational and
commercial issues

Operational aspects
•
•
•
•
Broad-based solutions to flaring
reduction

Connection of wells to gathering prior to start up
Right-sized equipment and facility capacity; equipment reliability
Fast response to outages
Application of alternative abatement measures when faced with
constraints outside of operator’s direct control
• Close collaboration with gatherers, processors and trunkline
operators

No single solution—must address both
operational and commercial challenges

Commercial aspects

• Gathering, processing and transport contracts that ensure firm
capacity and penalizes downtime from 3rd parties

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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The operators most successful at reducing flaring have adjusted both operations and
commercial agreements
The operators most successful at reducing flaring have achieved success through a change in mindset from viewing flaring as a part of normal
operations to viewing flaring as a constraint on operations. Treating flaring as a constraint that must be avoided has brought about a variety of changes
to how companies operate and structure agreements with gatherers, processors and pipeline operators.

Examples from conversations with operators

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Each challenge has different operational and commercial facets; large operators and
small operators have different abilities to influence these

Addressing challenges and constraints through the most ubiquitous abatement method—pipeline gathering—requires a mix of operational changes and
changes to commercial terms with 3rd parties.
Large operators may have greater influence over 3rd parties than smaller operators. The solutions nonetheless remain available for smaller operators.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gathering, CNG and injection are the most broadly capable technologies given costs,
scalability and applicability
CNG and injection could address the
major challenges that lead to flaring

Gathering:
Lowest cost, though doesn’t provide a
solution to many of the challenges

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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CNG:
Able to overcome most challenges
leading to flaring, though at higher cost.
Preferred to LNG due to lower scale
requirements.

Injection:
Able to overcome many challenges,
though has situational requirements on
availability of suitable reservoirs

CNG and injection could address 30%-35% of all flaring in the relevant states
% of flaring from well pads flaring above minimum abatement threshold
Percentage

100%
90%
80%
70%

There is potential to combine
multiple well pads to reach the
minimal volume for economic
viability; an opportunity
especially for larger operators

43%

40%

30%

47%
40%

37%
32%

30%

28%

$350

$6

$300

$5

60%
50%

$/Mt methane

$7

Technology and minimum optimal volume

CNG (250 kcf/d)
Injection (350 kcf/d)

Net cost range by method*
$/kcf

35%
30%

24%

$250

$4

$200

$3

$150

$2

$100

$1

$50

20%
10%
0%0%

0%
Colorado

North
Dakota

Texas

New
Mexico

Wyoming

$0
Total

$0

CNG

Injection

Given minimum optimal volumes for CNG and gas injection abatement methods, the methods could be applied to abate 30-35% of US flaring.
Minimum volumes represent the low end of size for modular CNG equipment or for the size of a small injector well. Some well pads could be aggregated to
increase the applicability of abatement methods. Abatement costs tend to be on the higher end of range estimates when operating at minimum volumes.

*Net cost includes revenue from sales gas and NGLs for CNG.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Abating a larger share of flaring requires also addressing smaller flares –
accomplishable by aggregating smaller flares or abating at higher costs
Percentage of flaring addressable for given minimum abatement volume

1000
900

•

Addressing a higher share of
flaring requires lower minimum
abatement thresholds.

•

While 30% of flaring comes
from well pads flaring >350
kcf/d, the minimum level for
injection, smaller flares will
also need to be addressed to
prevent a larger portion of
flaring.

•

To prevent 90% of flaring
would require abating flaring
from pads flaring as little as 10
kcf/d.

•

There is a potential opportunity
to combine multiple well pads
to reach minimum abatement
thresholds.

Minimum abatement volume (kcf/d)

800
700
600
Injection:
350 kcf/d
30% of flaring

500
400

CNG:
250 kcf/d
35% of flaring

300
200

30% of flaring
comes from flares
>350 kcf/d

100

Pads with smaller flares could be
aggregated to reach a larger
combined volume

110 kcf/d
50% of flaring
30 kcf/d
75% of flaring

10 kcf/d
90% of flaring

0

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

% of flaring addressable
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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70%

80%

90%

100%

Handling smaller flares with CNG and injection would increase abatement, but also costs
% of flaring from well pads flaring above minimum abatement threshold
Percentage
Technology and abatement volume

1/10th
100%

90%

89%86%

88%
85%

80%

minimum
volume
75%
68%

70%

CNG (25 kcf/d)
Injection (35 kcf/d)

78%
71%

78%
72%

60%
50%
40%

31%
28%

30%
20%

Net cost range by method*
$/kcf

$/Mt methane

$70

$3,500

$60
$50

$3,000

~10X costs
at 1/10th the
volume

$2,500

$40

$2,000

$30

$1,500

$20

$1,000

$10

$500

10%
0%

$0
Colorado

North
Dakota

Texas

New
Mexico

Wyoming

Total

$0
CNG

Injection

Operating at 1/10th of the minimum optimal abatement volume of the technologies could abate 72-78% of flaring across the 5 states, but at
roughly 10x the cost for the smallest flares captured.
Costs scaled up linearly with change in minimum volume to account for underutilized capacity and higher unit costs.

*Net cost includes revenue from sales gas and NGLs for CNG.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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CNG and gas injection could be important parts of a broader solution to reduce flaring

Flaring is primarily driven by
infrastructure capacity
constraints

Infrastructure capacity constraints account for 84% of flaring in North Dakota and 62% of
flaring in Texas, the two highest flaring states.

Gathering is key, but CNG
and gas injection can
circumvent downstream
issues

Gas gathering to market is the key method of abatement. However, CNG and injection can
overcome downstream capacity constraints such as insufficient processing or takeaway
capacity.

CNG and gas injection have
their own challenges

CNG and injection are most economical when capturing a large volume of gas, though
could capture smaller volumes at a higher cost. Gathering production from multiple well
pads could make CNG and injection more effective. However, CNG for flare abatement is
an immature industry and gas injection requires availability of a suitable reservoir.

Reducing flaring can be
accomplished through a
number of different avenues

A combination of changes to operations, changes to commercial agreements and the
application of technologies such as CNG and injection are required to reduce flaring.

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Appendix
I. Rystad Energy flaring data and methodology
II. Case studies of flaring abatement
III. Other supporting material

Approach: Oil and gas emissions analyzed by using Rystad Energy UCube
– A complete, bottom-up upstream database covering more than 65,000 upstream projects
APPROACH AND HERITAGE: A BOTTOM-UP DATABASE OF UPSTREAM ACTIVITY

Rystad Energy UCube
A microcosmos of the upstream
oil and gas industry

* Map shows global remaining oil and gas resources (2020), split by location of projects. Circle size indicates amount of resources. Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Satellite flaring data is also mapped to each asset by field shapes
Upstream flaring
Satellite flaring imagery
Exploration

Production
drilling model

Extraction
model

Other
models

Exploration drilling

Production drilling
conventional

Conventional gas
offshore/onshore

Satellite flaring
model

Seismic

Production drilling
unconventional

Conventional oil
offshore/onshore

Gathering and
boosting (gas)

CO2 emissions
from exploration
activities, e.g.
exploration drilling
and seismic, are
not included.
Compared with the
other emission
categories, these
emissions are
marginal (typically
less than 1% of
upstream
emissions)

Heavy oil
offshore
Heavy oil
onshore
Shale oil

Shale gas
Oil sands
(in-situ)
Oil sands
(mining)

Description

Flaring: The flaring model is based on satellite data from the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and reported data by operators and governments. Based on infrared emissions, NOAA and its partners have estimated flaring
volumes globally. Rystad Energy has via asset coordinates and field shapes/footprint mapped (GIS) these locations to UCube
“assets”, which has enabled modelling of flaring volumes for all fields globally based on “scouted”* data, this is matched with
reported data (where available) to ensure accuracy.

*Reported field level data/matched satellite data. Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; NOAA
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Rystad Energy methodology complements and incorporates a wide range of sources
Upstream
Exploration

Midstream

Production

Transport

Processing

End-use
combustion

Transport

Benchmarking of aggregated data
Company
reporting
Country
reporting

Other reported
data improving
accuracy of
emission models

Conventional
onshore oil model

Oil and gas production
emission models based
on field characteristics

Conventional
offshore oil model

Oil sands

Tight oil
Norway

Conventional
offshore gas
model

EU
NOAA
(flaring)

Canada
Environmental
reports
Other public
data sources

* Selected examples. Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Carbon
disclosure
project

Heavy oil offshore
Field data
improving
accuracy of
emission models

Field specific CO2
emission data*

Conventional
onshore gas
model

Regional
reporting

US
Unconventional
gas

Our models have
the ability to be
calibrated with
company reported
data. This requires a
consistent and
detailed reporting
structure.

Rystad uses alternate data sources to offset limitations and fill gaps in state-reported data

• Flaring data is reported in each state which provides
a starting point for Rystad Energy’s coverage of flared
volumes.

• Reported volumes may be imperfect due to factors
such as differing regulations on the state-level,
potential grey area in reporting requirements, and
even non-compliance in some cases.
• However, Rystad Energy performs detailed reviews of
the reported data and then uses VIIRS1 data and
other modelling to help fill-in gaps in reporting such
as non-complying producers.
• Methods used to identify reporting irregularities
include, for example, applying Benford’s law and
comparing VIIRS data trends to reported values.

1: Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Flaring emissions increase drastically when adjusting for inefficient combustion
Comparing GHG emissions from complete combustion and incomplete combustion of 100 kg methane
Kg CO2 equivalents

+22%
+95%

•

Methane emissions play a
significant role when considering
emissions – as non-combusted
methane impacts global warming
notably

•

The IEA has estimated a global
average combustion efficiency of
~ 92%, when including both
normally
operating
and
extinguished flares. This would
increase GHG emissions from
flaring by +95%, measured in
CO2 equivalents

•

The EPA combustion efficiency
requirement of 98%, assures
better emission performance for
methane with ~20% increase in
total flaring GHG emissions

•

Rule of thumb: A decrease of one
% point in flare combustion
efficiency corresponds to a ~10%
increase in CO2eq emitted from
flaring using a 100-year GWP.
The impact over the next two
decades (20-year GWP) is
however 83, implying that flaring
efficiency is of high importance.

100 kg CH4 corresponds
to ~275 kg CO2

IEA global average combustion efficiency: 92%

EPA combustion efficiency requirement: 98%

Methane that is not combusted
is emitted. A methane
100-year GWP* factor of 30 is
applied in calculations
*Global Warming Potential.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; IEA; EPA, IPCC AR6
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Efficiency of flares is often assumed at 98%, but real-life data is very limited

•
•

•

•

Real-life flaring efficiency has a
profound impact on the actual flaring
GHG emissions.
Flare monitoring is not common,
meaning operational data on flares is
scarce. Laboratory-testing implies
that properly designed flares can
achieve combustion efficiencies of
around 98%.
Real-life research based on a very
limited sample implies that this figure
is not unreasonable for lit flares. This
does however not include the vented
gas from unlit flares.
Consequently, understanding the
efficiency of flares is a key first step
in addressing methane emissions
from flares. The technology needed to
measure flare combustion efficiency
is available.

X

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, University of Michigan – Arpa-E - Kort, IEA, Baker Hughes, EPA, Environ. Sci. Technol. 2017, 51, 9, 5317–5325 (“Methane, Black Carbon, and Ethane
Emissions from Natural Gas Flares in the Bakken Shale, North Dakota”)
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Integration across the value chain supports long-term reductions in flaring;
Hess invested over $3bn in infrastructure to reduce flaring in ND between 2014-2021
Hess Bakken infrastructure footprint, January 2022

Gas
gathering
infrastructure
Gas processing
and fractionation
facility

Export
infrastructure

•

Some operators have elected
to invest in local infrastructure
to reduce flaring.

•

Hess has invested significant
capital
to
expand
gas
gathering
and
processing
capacity near the company’s
operated acreage in the
Bakken over the last several
years.

•

Recent
investments
have
included an expansion of the
Tioga Gas plant from 250
MMcfd to 400 MMcfd and an
added 140 MMcfd of gas
compression capacity in North
Dakota.

•

Hess has announced plans to
spend a further $235 million
USD during 2022 on gathering
and compression infrastructure
in the Bakken.

Gas
compression
facility

Oil export
infrastructure
Gas processing
facility

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; Company reporting
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State level incentives can bolster efforts to reduce flaring and test abatement methods;
North Dakota has supported multiple projects to test gas injection and EOR

1: EERC and UND Report “Produced Gas injection as Mechanism to Reduce Flaring”, June 2020
2: KYFR News “North Dakota Industrial Commission approves project aimed at reducing flaring”, January 2022
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Operator planning and efficiency key in reducing flaring—improving timing of production
start and using associated gas on-site are useful reduction measures

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; EOG Sustainability Report 2020; Continental Resources 2020 ESG Report
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Value of rich gas streams varies by gas netback, NGL content and NGL netback

1: NGL netback price assumptions are based on expected 2022-2025 average Mt. Belvieu NGL prices minus transportation costs and fractionation costs.
2: Gas price assumptions are based on expected 2022-2025 average Henry Hub natural gas prices and historical spreads to the Henry Hub price for each state
Note: Netbacks do not include processing costs, as those are captured by gathering & processing costs. NGL contents vary over time, the numbers presented here are from H1 2021.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; Bloomberg
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Several operators have significant flaring volumes within a basin, giving scale opportunities
Sorted basin level flaring volumes by operator (TX, ND, NM, WY and CO)
Thousand cubic feet per day (kcf/d)

30000

25000

20000

15000

10000

In 110 of the
instances the
volumes
exceed 1,000
kcf/d

5000

0

0

100

200

300

Operator-basin combinations

Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube

100

400

500

600

700

800

900

•

When focusing in on the
operators that report flaring in
the TX, ND, NM, WY and CO
basins, it is clear that most
operators report low flaring
volumes.

•

However, in 110 of the
instances the reported flaring
volumes exceed 1,000 kcf/d.
This
indicates
that
implementing
abatement
technologies
with
higher
volume requirements might be
a viable solution. Additionally,
the
high
volumes
also
represent a potential for
economies of scale when
implementing these abatement
technologies.

Overview of cost estimation methodology for each technology

*Several operators flare at significant volumes within certain basins, the high volumes represent a potential for economies of scale.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Lower production means less strain on the export system
Permian dry gas production and takeaway capacity outlook
Billion cubic feet per day
20
Whistler

18

Permian Highway
15

Gulf Coast Express
Roadrunner

13

Trans-Pecos
10

Comanche Trail
Old Ocean Pipeline

8

East

5

North
West

3

Effective capacity (sutainable)
Supply for takeaway*

•
•
•

Dec-21

Sep-21

Jun-21

Mar-21

Dec-20

Sep-20

Jun-20

Mar-20

Dec-19

Sep-19

Jun-19

Mar-19

0

Effective capacity (short-term potential)

Permian gas production has for a long time been limited by the available capacity in the export system. This has been a key reason why companies have
flared, they simply were unable to find offtake for their gas.
The drop in activity and subsequently production in 2020 (and 2021), allowed gas infrastructure to catch up with production.
Currently, effective takeaway capacity is about 2 bcf/d above the production level.

*Difference between Permian dry gas output and regional gas consumption **Effective capacity assumes gradual build-up in West Texas to Mexico exports from 1.4-1.45 to 2 billion cfpd **Short-term
potential for effective capacity assumes that all takeaway pipelines are flowing 10% above nameplate capacity levels, Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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North Dakota now has significantly more processing capacity than production
North Dakota natural gas processing capacity and production
Billion cubic feet per day
5

Outrigger Energy II
Roosevelt (Kinder Morgan)
Bear Creek
Garden Creek
Robinson Lake (Andeavor)
Total gross gas produced

4

Arrow Bear Den
LM4 (Targa Hess JV)
Demicks Lake
Stateline
Aux Sable Prairie Rose
Marketed gas

Wild Basin (Oasis)
Tioga (Hess)
Lonesome Creek
Grasslands
Other

3

2

1

0

Jan-18

•

•
•

Apr-18

Jul-18

Oct-18

Jan-19

Apr-19

Jul-19

Oct-19

Jan-20

Apr-20

Jul-20

Oct-20

Jan-21

Apr-21

Jul-21

Oct-21

2020 saw significant improvement in Bakken gas flaring intensity which resulted in marketed or sold gas output returning to pre-COVID peak levels faster
than the gross gas output, which is yet to achieve such milestone. Following Outrigger’s 250 million cfpd gas plant completion in early 2021, it appears that
both ONEOK and Hess are on track to start commercial service on their recently completed expansion projects: Bear Creek and Tioga, respectively.
We estimate that both projects will start providing significant contribution to the actual processed volumes in the state at some point in 4Q21.
This brings total gas processing capacity in the state to 4 billion cfpd, though one needs to remember that due to variability in maintenance cycles, it is rarely
the case that the entire capacity is available for processing at any given point of time. For example, in July 2021, summer maintenance on several
independent plants was actually one of the factors contributing to unusual production drop in the states along with increased gas flaring levels.

*Includes base case estimates for 4Q21
Source: ND Pipeline Authority, Rystad Energy research and analysis, Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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International examples, and results from Colorado, indicate that flaring intensities of 0.20.4% is possible
2019 total gas volumes flared, selected countries
Billion cubic feet

Flaring intensity
Percent

800

16.0%
49.1%

700

14.0%

600

12.0%
Colorado
achieved an
intensity of 10.0%
0.2%**
8.0%

10.6%

500
400
6.3%

300
200
100

6.0%

5.0%

Lowest flaring
intensity countries

2.8%

2.7%

1.7%

1.6%

0.7%

0.2%

-

0.4%

0.3%

2.0%
0.2%

0.0%

Flared gas volumes
*Flared gas volumes divided by gross gas production; **Colorado’s intensity reached 0.1% in 1H 2021
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, NOAA
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4.0%

Flaring intensity*

2% of all leases with flaring contributed to ~50% of total natural gas flared

Texas

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a lease level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d

17,361

140

120

98% of all leases with
18,000

flaring contribute to
~50% of total natural
gas flared per year
Number of leases
(right axis)

100
80

16,000
The 25 leases with the 14,000
highest flaring per
lease contribute with 12,000
1/10 of total natural gas
10,000
flared

2% of all leases with
flaring contribute to

~50% of total natural

8,000

gas flared per year

60

6,000
40

4,000
20

245

75

36

19

14

25

200-300

300-400

400-500

500-600

600+

0

2,000
0

Not allocated to
lease

0-100

100-200

Natural gas flared kcf/d

• Looking at total natural gas flared in H1 2021 in Texas, most leases flare at low volumes between 0-100 kcf/d. In fact, approximately half of
total natural gas flared per year stems from the 98% of leases flaring at these low volumes.
• To reduce flaring volumes, the focus should be on the remaining 2% of leases flaring at higher volumes. Especially the 25 leases flaring
above 600 kcf/d.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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Under 1 % of wells account for almost a third of the gas flared

Texas

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a well level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d

95% of all wells with

100
90

43,368

flaring contribute to
37% of total natural gas
flared per year

80
70

Number of wells
(RHS)

60

4% of all wells with

Under 1% of the wells
contribute to 31% of
total natural gas flared

50,000
45,000

flaring levels between
20 – 100 kcf/d
contribute to 32% of
total natural gas flared
per year

40,000
35,000
30,000

50

25,000

40

20,000

30

15,000

20

10,000

10

1,268

384

200

121

330

80-100

100+

0

5,000
0

0-20

20-40

40-60
60-80
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

• In Texas, a majority of the wells flare at low volumes within 0-20 kcf/d. These wells account for 37% of total natural gas flared per year.
• 330 (under 1% of the total) wells flare at volumes above 100 kcf/d. With the aim of reducing flaring volumes in Texas, the focus should lay on
these.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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39% of total natural gas flared stems from 1% of wells

New Mexico

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a well level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d
25

20

1% of the wells
contribute to 39% of
total natural gas flared

92% of all wells with
flaring contribute to
30% of total natural gas
flared per year

Number of wells
(RHS)

15

18,000

7% of all wells with
flaring levels between
20 – 100 kcf/d
contribute to 31% of
total natural gas flared
per year

16,000

14,000
12,000
10,000

10

8,000

6,385

6,000
4,000

5

359

83

30

13

80

80-100

100+

0

2,000
0

0-20

20-40

40-60
60-80
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

• In New Mexico, most wells flare at low volumes ranging from 0-20 kcf/d. 30% of total natural gas flared per year stems from these wells.
• In contrast to Texas, the wells with flaring levels above 100 kcf/d accounts for a bigger share of the total flaring volumes, than the wells flaring
at the lowest volumes.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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3% of wells report 40% of flared volumes

North Dakota

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a well level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d

3% of the wells
contribute to 40% of
total natural gas flared

90
80

70
60

11,356

84% of all wells with

13% of all wells with

flaring contribute to
~23% of total natural
gas flared per year

flaring levels between
20 – 100 kcf/d
contribute to 37% of
total natural gas flared
per year

Number of wells
(RHS)

50

18,000
16,000

14,000
12,000
10,000

40

8,000

30

6,000

20

4,000

10

1,042

405

208

131

374

80-100

100+

0

2,000
0

0-20

20-40

40-60
60-80
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

• The situation in North Dakota is relatively similar to New Mexico, meaning a minority of wells account for a majority of flaring volumes,
although the flaring volumes from each category are significantly higher in North Dakota.
• In comparison to the other states, North Dakota has the highest percentage of wells with flaring volumes surpassing 100 kcf/d, indicating that
flaring could be addressed in this state.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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Under 1% of wells report over half of flared volumes

Colorado

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a well level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d
3

18,000

~1% of the wells
contribute to 54% of
total natural gas flared

3

16,000

14,000
2

97% of all wells with

2

flaring contribute to
17% of total natural gas
flared per year

~2% of all wells with
flaring levels between
20 – 100 kcf/d
contribute to 29% of
total natural gas flared
per year

Number of wells
(RHS)

12,000
10,000
8,000

1

6,000
4,000

1

1,148

2,000

17

0
0-20

20-40

7

3

3

8

80-100

100+

0
40-60
60-80
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

• Similar to what has been seen in Texas, New Mexico and North Dakota, a minority of the wells In Colorado contribute to a large share of the
total gas flared. In Colorado, approximately 1% of the wells contribute to 54% of total flaring volumes, making it the only state where the wells
flaring above 100 kcf/d account for over half of total gas flared.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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In Wyoming, no wells flare more than 100 kcf/d

Wyoming

Total natural gas burned in H1 2021, split by amount burned per day on a well level
Natural gas flared*
MMcf/d

99% of all wells with
flaring contribute to
70% of total natural gas
flared per year

6

18,000
16,000

5

14,000
4

The remaining 1%

12,000
10,000

3

contribute to 30% of
total natural gas flared
per year

Number of wells
(RHS)

8,000
2

6,000

4,114

4,000

1
2,000

29

0
0-20

20-40

15

6

1

0

80-100

100+

0
40-60
60-80
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

• Like in the other states, most wells in Wyoming flare at low volumes. Here the wells flaring at the lowest volumes makes up 99% of total wells,
and account for 70% of total gas flared yearly.
• In contrast to the four other states, there are no wells in Wyoming with flaring levels exceeding 100 kcf/d.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy ShaleWellCube
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35% of flaring is associated with just 3% of oil production in the selected states
Share of oil production, split by volume flared per day on a well level*
Percentage
60%

53%
50%

40%

34%
7% of the wells
contributed to 70%
of the flaring and
13% of the total oil
production

30%

20%

10%

35% of the flaring and
3% of the oil production
stems from 1% of the
wells

6%
2%

1%

1%

40-60
Natural gas flared (kcf/day)

60-80

80-100

3%

0%
No flaring

1-20

20-40

100+

• The chart shows how much of the aggregated oil production in Texas, New Mexico, North Dakota, Colorado and Wyoming that stems from
wells flaring at different volumes.

• Wells that don’t flare and flare at lower volumes account for a majority of the oil production in these states.

*2021 amount.
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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